
53404500 - Power Steering Flush Machine
Operating Instructions

SAFETY – Ensure that the vehicle is in a safe environment, i.e. level surface, 
well ventilated, handbrake on and transmission in neutral or park.

1. Ensure new fluid in tank is full (5 litre capacity) and check waste oil reservoir 
    at the rear of the machine has sufficient room for the disposal of old fluid.

2. Connect the machine to suitable power outlet and switch on machine. 
    Remove power steering reservoir filler cap then use suction pipe (BLACK) 
    with suitable a adaptor to draw around 100mls of old power steering fluid 
    from reservoir. Add Fortron Power Steering Flush to reservoir.

3. Start engine. Allow fluid to circulate for 5 minutes rotating steering wheel 
    left to right lock. Turn off engine.

4. Using (BLACK) suction hose, remove old fluid from reservoir with suitable 
    adaptor and replace with new fluid from (RED) discharge hose.

5. Start the engine and place both discharge hose (RED) and suction hose 
    (BLACK) into reservoir (two uneven probes). Switch the machine on and the 
    fluid will begin to be exchanged. Control the fluid exchange rate by adjusting 
    the flow quantity valve.

6. Start the engine and rotate the steering from left to right lock - this will allow remaining fluid in the system  
    to be exchanged.

7. Check the old and new fluid sight glasses on the machine and when both are showing clean fluid, the  
    exchange is complete.

8. Upon completion add Fortron Power Steering Fluid Conditioner and then ensure correct amount of fluid is  
    in the Power Steering Reservoir.
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Scan the QR code to 
watch a video of 

the machine in action

ALSO AVAILABLE 
53403260

Power Steering Flush Service Kit

Power Steering Flush Service Kit - 12 pack

53404600

534046-12


